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Sailor Be Wary
James Bailey is a gay man who really likes
his life in the United States Navy,
especially since Dont ask; dont tell came to
an end. He is one of the few sexual outlets
for hundreds of men on an aircraft carrier,
and he has at least as much fun as his
partners do in their many sexual escapades.
This is the story of one of those fun times,
when he starts by sucking a big, black cock
and ends up with the same massive tool in
his ass until both men climax. This is a
very short story, only about 2,600 words,
describing one encounter out of many
between Jim and one of his favorite
partners. The other man is straight but
when there are only other men around, that
is where sexual action has to be found.
Although short, the story is written in great
detail and the language is graphic and
explicit so this book is intended for mature
adults only.
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